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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear fission is for a large . interval of excitation energy the 

dominating decay mode of sufficiently intense heated heavy nuclei. This . . 

binary disintegration into two fission fragments (FF) of nearly equal 

mass mainly competes with the emission of neutrons and - at 

temperatures higher than 3 MeV [1] - light charged particles (LCP). 

Recently, a combined· dynamical-statistical description of this complex 

interplay has been developed [2]. It should be well established now that 

the fission of heavy nuclei represents an overdamped collective motion 

over a saddle in the hyperplane of potential energy to a considerably 

large-deformed scission configuration, and proceeds in a time scale of 

several units times 10·20 s [3]. 

The total kinetic energy release (TKE) of the fragments is then defined 

by the Coulomb repulsion between the preformed FF at the scission 

point. A first empirical parametrization of the mean TKE was already 

given in 1966 [4], considering that being explicitly governed by the 
. 2 1/3 ' 

Coulomb term Z I A where Z and A denote the atomic and the 

mass number of the fissioning nucleus, respectively. 

The emission of light particles from a heated nucleus, as treated by the 

statistic.al mo.del, is usually considered to be an evaporation process. 

The probability P ev is then given by the level density which for a 

Fermi - gas takes the asymptotical form of a Bolzmann factor 
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p (E*) ~ exp (2✓ a E* ), where E* is the excitation energy, and the 

level density parameter - a - is proportional to A. In the case of LCP 

one has to take account of the Coulomb barrier (Be) getting 

Pev ~ exp (2✓ a (E*-Be) ). The characteristic time for particle 

evaporation can be evaluated by 'tev ~ I / P ev keeping in mind the 

statistical nature of the decay. The inclusive spectra of the particle~ are 

well described by Maxwell distributions characterized _by the 

temperature of the emitting nucleus. For charged particles, the spectra 

have a lower limit at Be. Of course, the nucleus is no heat bath, but 

cools down during particle emission what is essential in describing long 

evaporation cascades. The combined dynamical-statistical model of 

fission mentioned above is an attempt to take this feed-back into 

account in the fission-evaporation competition. 

Investigations of heavy-ion induced reactions at intermediate energies 

- in the so-called Fermi-energy domain -which became possible in 

the 1980's, showed that, besides LCP, also complex fragments of 

intermediate mass (IMF) are emitted. Somewhat arbitrarily one defined 

the IMF as being fragments of mass 4 < M IMF < 20 + 30 ( or 

2 < Z IMF < IO + I 5) but, in any case, of mass between that of the 

evaporative LCP and the FF. They can be of very different origin 

(cf ref [5]). For the present, we want to consider onlY, such IMF 

which were emitted from an equilibrated (compound-like) source. The 

f~rmation of an excited compound nucleus due to an in~omplete fusion 
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reaction, characterized by only partial linear momentum transfer 

(LMT < 1), has been observed in many experiments (e.g. refs. [6, 7]). 

From pure statistical considerations Moretto et al. [5] already presumed 

that ''.fission and evaporation are the two particularly (but accidentally) 

obvious extremes of a single statistical decay process, the connection 

being provided in a very natural way by the mass asymmetry 

coordinate". Since the transition-state model of fission delivers for the 

fission probability Pr~ exp (2✓ a* (E*- Br)), i.e. an expression of the 

same form as for evaporation, at sufficiently high E * the fission yield 

should be only governed by the energetically allowed phase space flux 

over the "ridge line" [8], the line connecting the conditional saddle 

points (Br) for all possible mass splitting. 

The statistical approach treating the disintegration of the compound 

nucleus as being controlled by the phase space only, of course, neglects 

any fission dynamics. The transient times in the fission process [3], on 

the other hand, document the presence of dyl}amical hindrances mainly 

caused by the action of the nuclear viscosity. It is, therefore, of interest 

to investigate how they affect other observables like, e.g., the TKE-M

distribution. 

We here presuppose the binary character of the decay. Although it is 

known that binary decays dominate up to considerably high E* [9, 10], 

one has to check each event for complete massive fragment detection. 
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In this work we analyzed the TKE~M-distribution of biniry fragments 

measured for the reaction 14N (34 AMeV) + 197 Au [11]. · 

In the range of excitation energy E* considered here, fission is not only 

accompani~d with the emission of many neutrons and some LCP, but 

in a small· amount of events also an IMF is observed together with two 

FF [12, 13]. The origin of these IMF is another interesting question. 

Here, the time development of the disintegration process is essential. If 

the IMF was emitted well before fission starts, both the excitation 

energy and the fissionability of the heavy remnant were reduced mu~h 

more than in the case of a prior-to-fission emitted light particle. A time

scale analysis of three-fragment decays of the composite system 

produced in the reaction 22Ne (60 AMeV) + 197 Au was performed by 

considering angular and velocity correlations in ref [ 14]. The best 

agreement between the data and the results of trajectory calculations 

there was obtained if a rather fast sequential process has been assumed. 

The mean time interval between the two fragment separations 

amounted to 10 -21 s. 

Another distinct low-energy IMF-component was found in ref [15]. 

Because of the focusing of its yield into angles ·near 90° with respect to 

the fission axis, the effect was interpreted as an emission out of the 

neck formed during fission. 
.. 14 197 In the reaction N (34 AMe V) + Au we also recorded three-

fragment events. We performed a correlation analysis which is 
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especially sensitive to the time interval between the IMF emission and 

the final fission of the system. On the basis of the limited statistics of 

the present .experiment, however, only a qualitative discussion· is 

possible. A more detailed analysis of. three-fragment correlations is . 
planned to be performed on the basis of a high-statistics data body 

recently 
· 14 197 recorded for the reactions N (53 AMeV) + Au an~ 

14N (34 AMeV)+ 232Th. 

2.. THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The measurement has been carried out at the heavy-ion beam of the 

U-400M cyclotron of the FLNR JINR Dubna using the 4n-fragment

spectrometer FOBOS [16]. 

This multi-detector array consists of 30 combined .detector modules 

mounted on the facets of a truncated isocahedron, and realizing a so

called logarithmic detector device. Three shells of 

i) position-sensitive avalanche counters, 

ii) axial-field (Bragg-) ionization chambers, and 

iii) CsI (Tl)-scintillators 

measure the coordinates (3,cp), the time-of-flight (TOF), the residual 

energy (E), and the Bragg-peak height (BP ~ Z) of the fragments, as 

well as scintillator signals suited for the. LCP identification by use of the 

pulse-shape analysis method [ 17]. 
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From the measured quantities the individual fragment ,masses (MF) and 

the momentum vectors (PF) can be derived applying the TOF-E-method 

"event by event" without any kinematical assumption [18]. For two

fragment decays the sum of the parallel momenta (PFl + PF2 ) 11 was 

checked to select events of large LMT ~ 0,8, The LMT has been used 

as a rough measure of E* of the'composite system, A sufficiently large 

value of the total fragment mass (M FI + M F2) together with a limited 

transverse momentum (P FI + P F2) 1_ < 500 MeV/c were used as 

criteria for the selection of coplanar binary decays. The TKE was 

calculated from the both independently measured masses and the 

relative velocity. This method excludes any influence of prior-to

scission processes (fluctuations in incomplete fusion and in the 

evaporation cascade) on the result. 

We must emphasize here that in the very asymmetric reaction induced 

by the light 14N projectile fragments of MF ~ 14 should only originate 

from the decay of a . compound-like system, and deep-inelastic 

components are excluded. In reactions induced, e.g., by heavier 

projectiles (like 40 Ar, 27 Al; see Refs, [9, 19]) this is in general not the 

case, and the picture becomes more complicate. An additional condition 

for ruling out of any possible fast processes was the selection of only 

such events for the further analysis where the lighter of the both 

fragments was emitted "backwards" in the c.m. frame. 
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At energies of E * :s; 400 Me V of the hot system produced by the given 

reaction, the amount of three-body decays (IMF-accompanied fission) 

amounts to less than 1 % [13], and the bulk of the data is due to binary 

disintegrations. The recorded three-fragment events were checked by 

the same criteria as in the binary case, but the sums were taken over 

three fragments, and the entire LMT-range was accepted. 

.A special method has been applied to study proximity effects in IMI<:
accompanied fission. The c.m .. frame (v) of the ~o h;~fragments 

(Fl, F2) was determined· from both ~heir. ~asse~ ~nd :J~~~e~~~~ 
· · · · · . . · ' : i.b, : . ' , . , . ·: 

vectors ( eq. 1 ), and the velocity ( v a ') of the third fragment (IMF) was 
; r ' , ,, •, , 

then transformed (eq. 2) into this frame (v rel). 

Vf l F2 = (PF1 +PF2) I (MF1 + MF2) 

rel -
V IMF -

lab 
V IMF - l-'FI F2 

(1) 

(2) 

The angle between the direction of the emitted IMF and the fission 

axis with respect to (Fl, F2) was determined in the same frame. 

3. TWO - FRAGMENT DECAY 

3.1 Experimental results 

Binary events restricted by the above formulated conditions are shown 

in the TKE versus M contour plot of fig. 1. To demonstrate the large 

full width of this distribution in mass and energy, and to illustrate the 
' ' ' 

resolution obtained by the application of the TOF-E-method, we chose 
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a logarithmic intensity scale with a factor of 2 between subsequent 

contour lines. 

The main yield in fig. 1 is due to normal symmetric :·rilulti-chance fission 

of the hot equilibrated system, but very asymmetric mass splitting 

extends to fragment pairs usually classified by their masses as IMF 

and heavy residues, respectively. The mean value <Mp> = 

176 a.m.u. corresponds to an average mass-loss (with respect to 

complete fusion) of 36 a.m.u. due to pre-compound particle emission 

(incomplete fusion) as well as prior-to- and post-scission evaporation. 

The branch of the heavy fragment is slightly broader than that of the 

light one because of the larger corrections for energy losses in the 

detector window materials and, therefore, slightly larger uncertainties in 

the mass determination. 

The large TOF-path of the FOBOS array (50 cm), and the timing 

properties of the position-sensitive avalanche counters allow an 

accurate measurement of the fragment velocities ( Vf). The derived 

relative velocities between binary fragment pairs (vreI) are drawn in 

symmetric fission of < VreI > sym = 2.4 cm / ns is in accordance with 

the systematics of ref [4]. 

By scaling of the· TKE - formula [4] with the asymmetry factor 

4M1 M2 / (M1+M2/, accordance of the experimental data< Vrel > with · 

the evaluated values is observed for asymmetric mass splitting down to 

dependence on Mp in the contour plot of fig. 2. The mean value at 
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Fig. 1 
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Fragment mass I a.m.u. 

TKE-M-distribution of binary fragment pairs of the hot compound 

system formed after incomplete fusion ( LMT;:::, 0.8) in the reaction 
14N (34 AMeV) + 197 Au [20]. 

about 1 : 3. At larger mass asymmetry of the decay the < Vrel > 

considerably deviate from a parabola, as can directly be seen in fig. 2. 

A similar deviation of measured < VreI > from a Coulomb calculation 

was earlier observed for asymmetric binary decays in the reaction 

139La (18 AMeV) + 12C (cf. fig. 23 in ref [5]). There, the< Vrcl > are 

found to be increasingly larger than the calculated values with 
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decreasing atomic number of the fragments starting at Z < 20. Our 

observations agree with this set-in of some deviation. 

4 [(\ ,...... I 
en 
~ 3 

~ 
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-.. 
°E 2 
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1 ~ I 

0 
0 50 100 150 

Fragment mass I a.m.u. 

Fig. 2 v,et -M-distribution for the same events like in fig. I [20]. 

3.2 Analysis of the TKE - M - distribution 

On the basis of the data presented in fig. I and fig. 2 we analyzed 

the TKE-spectra for mass bins of 6MF = 5 a.m.u. These spectra have a 

symmetric shape except for the smallest fragment masses at 
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MF < 25 a.m.u. The mean values <TKE> are plotted versus the mean 

values of the mass bins in fig. 3. 

Fig. 3 

250 

200 Be 

> i 150 

... •············;--'···········--······· 

-f» 
TKE. .. 

~ 100 

50 

0 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

. Mass.number 

Measured <TKE> (full circles) versus the fragment mass. The hatched 

area corresponds to ± cr (TKE). The full line is calculated using the 

TKE - formula [ 4] scaled for asymmetric mass splitting, the dotted line 

represents a Be -calculation. 

The <TKE> and the standard deviations cr (TKE) were determined by 

Gauss-fits over ranges in these spectra where the yield exceeds 10 % of 

the maximum. For comparison, we also plotted the calculated TKE [4] 

and the Coulomb barrier Be [21]. 

Starting from symmetric fission, one observes that the <TKE>, being 

the "most probable" TKE-values for the mass bins considered, at first 
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follow the line calculated by use of the TKE - formula, and then 

smoothly approach to the Be-line. Below MF ::::; 50 a.m.u. the 

deviation from the calculated TKE exceeds one cr(TKE), and below 

MF::::; 25 + 30 a.m.u. the <TKE> are well reproduced by the Coulomb 

barrier Be. 

Presuming for fission of hot nuclei that M1 / M2 = 21 / 22 (where the 

compound nucleus is given by M = M 1 + M2 and 2 = 21 + 22 ), the 

scaling factor for the calculation of the TKE at asymmetric mass 

splitting can be taken as 4M 1 M2 / (M 1 +M2)2 or 421 22 / (21 + 22)2. It 

is obv ious that in this manner one takes only account of a re

distribution of the charge of the fissioning nucleus between the 

fragments. In the framework of the two-spheres approximation [4], 

the Coulomb repulsion at scission is responsible for the TKE. It also 

changes with the effective distance (Dsc) between the fragments. 

11 1/3 1/3 (A / ) 1/3 s;,m h" Forma y, one gets Dsc ~ A1 + A2 ~ 2 ~ Dsc . T 1s 

approximation does not hold for more asymmetric mass splitting. 

Consequently, the average scission shapes should become more 

compact leading to an enhanced Coulomb repulsion and, therefore, 

to the larger <TKE> values observed (fig. 3). 

This behaviour of the <TKE> reflects the approaching of the 

conditional scission points to the ridge line of conditional saddle points 

with increasing asymmetry of the binary decay. Furthermore, as the 
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descent from the saddle to the scission point is responsible 1tor a large 

amount of the fission transient time [3], this should be a hint that more 

asymmetric disintegrations proceed faster ·. than symmetric·' fissio~ 

because they are less damped. 

If we understand the difference between the • barrieri B·c' and the 

measured <TKE> as the mean amount of dissipated energy'(E(niss) on 

the fission path to scission, the vanishing.da01ping· at s'ufficiently ·large 

mass asymmetry becomes ·evident With 'the expression A1 A2 / A
2 

chosen for the mass asymmetry, the dependence of the dissipation on 

this parameter becomes linear in a fairly wide region (fig. 4). For the 

most asymmetric mass splitting, E Diss becomes formally even negative 

reflecting the amount of kinetic energy which the light cluster gets from 

the hot emitting nucleus in an evaporation process. 

so~-------------, 

1:1 _., 
,, 

40-l 

A1 :A2= I 
> 

,, 
Q) 

30 
1• 

~ / -
-~ 20 
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0 1:8 / 

w 
10 l/ 

/ r 01 .... ,,, .. ,,, 
0.00 0.05 .0.10 . 0 .. 15 0.20 0.25 
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2 
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4. THREE - FRAGMENT DECAY 

4.1 Experimental results 

From the 1200 three-fragment events recorded in this experiment, we 

estimated an integral ternary to binary decay ratio of 4· l 0-3 for the 

reaction 14N (34 AMeV ) + 197 Au. The necessary correction for the 

geometrical acceptances leading to different registration efficiencies for 

binary and ternary events are based on a Monte-Carlo simulation. 

The spectra of the relative velocities between IMF (A = 10 + 20) and 

either the heavy partner in a binary decay (vrel bin ) or the center-of

mass of the two heavy fragments in a ternary decay (v rd 
IMF) are 

shown in fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 Relative velocities between IMF of 10 + 20 a.m.u. and their heavy partner 

in asymmetric binary decays (v rel bin) and between IMF and the c.m. 

frame of the two fission fragments in ternary decays (v rel IMF ). 
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The peaks in the two spectra coincide. Furthermore, a second 

· component at lower velocity is evident in the v rel IMF - distribution. In 

ref [15] such a low-energy comp~nent was interpreted as an IMF

emission out of the neck region of the fissioning nucleus where the 

Coulomb repulsion is reduced. In this case, some Coulomb focusing 

should be observed, and, therefore, we plotted in fig. 6 the ratio of the 

low-velocity to the high-velocity IMF-yield versus the emission angle 

with respect to the fission axis. In this ratio effects due to geometrical 

acceptances are excluded. A certain enhancement near . 90° is really 

observed, but some events are observed also at other angles. 

0.10 ! 
.!:!,_v < 2.2 cm Ins 

! N v > 2.4 cm/ns 
,--

! 0.05 I- • ! 
[ 1 ! ! 

0.00 
30 60 90 

0 
IMF-FF I degrees 

Fig. 6 Angular distribution of low -velocity IMF with respect to the fission axis. 
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The influence of a third fragment (IMF) on the relative velocity 

between the two fission fragments is demonstrated in fig. 7. In the 

events where the IMF have a high velocity, the FF have a mean relative 

velocity of 2.4 cm/ ns what one expects for a usual fission process [ 4]. 

Jhe emission of an IMF with low velocity, on the other hand, leads to 

a remarkable enhancement of the relative velocity between the 

remrurung two heavy fragments. 

I I I I I I I I I I 
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Fig. 7 Scatter plot of the IMF-velocity relative to the fission fragment c.m. frame 

versus the relativ velocity between both fission fragments in ternary events. 
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The yields of the both ternary components per binary fission are shown 

in fig. 8 in dependence on the LMT determined from the sum of the 

momenta of the three fragments. The yield of the high v rel IMF -

component strongly increases with increasing LMT, whereas the low-

velocity component remains almost constant. 
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

LMT 

Fig. 8 Yields of the two components of ternary decays per binary fission in 

dependence on the transferred linear momentum. 

The Z-distributions of IMF emitted with high and low relative 

velocities, respectively, are compared in fig. 9. The high-velocity 

component decreases much stronger with increasing Z than the low-
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velocity one. The second component also shows an odd-even effect up 

to Z = 10. 
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Fig. 9 Z - distributions of IMF observed in ternary events at low and high 

relative velocities. 

4.2 Discussion of the ternary decays 

The coincidence of the peak of the high - ~ 1 
IMF component in ternary 

decays with that of the relative velocities between IMF of comparable 

mass and the heavy remnants in binary events (vre1 bin ; fig. 7) lead us to 

the conclusion that both components have the same origin. The only 

difference between them is that the heavy remnant, which remained 

after the IMF w~s emitted, further on might undergo fission or not. 

18 

This means that in the three-fragment decay the fission process 

happened later, and did not influence the IMF-velocity. 

As the IMF needs about 3 · 10·21 s to be accelerated to :,:::: 80 % of its 

asymptotic velocity by the action of the Coulomb force, we can 

conclude that the time interval between the IMF-emission and the 

subsequent fission amounts to at least several units times 10·21 s. 

Consequently, the. escaped IMF only left a lighter and less. excited 

nucleus, but otherwise did not influence·the subsequent fission:process. 

This fact is also confirmed by the observed relative velocity between 

the two FF (fig. 7) which is the same as in a binary decay. Such IMF

accompanied ternary events are of clear sequential nature - i.e. the 

IMF is emitted "prior-to-fission". 

On the other hand, we interpret such ternary decays which contain a 

low-velocity IMF-component as fission combined with a neck-emission. 

The neck region of the fissioning nucleus should be confirmed as the 

source of these IMF not only by the Coulomb focusing (like in ref. 

[ 15]), but, furthermore, also by our new observation of an increased 

relative velocity of the FF (fig. 7). A third fragment, when created 

"between" the two separating FF, introduces an additional Coulomb 

repulsion. On condition that roughly the total (potential) Coulomb 

energy of the three nearby-formed fragments in a ternary decay is 

transformed into kinetic energy, a decrease of the kinetic energy of the 

IMF should somehow lead to an increase of the kinetic energy of the 
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FF. Quantitative conclusions, of course, will only be possible by the 

comparison with trajectory calculations planned for the future. 

(Such calculations should also clarify the origin of the observed low

velocity, but non-focused IMF. Possible scenarii one can imagine are, 

e.g.: 

i) an emission not from the neck, but out of the deforming nucleus 

during fission when the Coulomb barrier is lowered or 

ii) a slightly delayed second neck-rupture between the nascent 

fragments.) 

There is a striking difference between the excitation functions (fig. 8) of 

the two IMF-components discussed (taking the LMT as a measure of 

E*). Such a behaviour has already been found in the analysis of IMF"-

accompanied fission observed in the reaction 7Li (43 AMeV) + 232Th 

[22]. We interpret this fact as a consequence of the dynamics of the 

fission process. If the.emission times are different, it should be obvious, 

that the "early-emitted " high-velocity component is more affected by 

the primary excitation energy (E*) of the compound nucleus than the 

neck component. The systematics of the excitation energy remaining in 
• c 

the FF [3] shows a very weak dependence on E*. Consequently, the 

excitation energy of the fissioning system near scission should also only 

weakly depend on E*. This leads to the nearly constant yield of the 

neck component with LMT (fig. 8). 

The odd-even effect evident in the Z-distribution of the low-velocity 

component (fig. 9) is a further hint that the excitation energy near 

20 

scission is rather small. The Z-distribution of the prior-to-fission 

emitted IMF does not show any odd-even effect, and at Z IMF > 6 it 

falls steeply down. These IMF emitted at high excitation energies -

i.e. in an early stage of the de-excitation process - progressively 

suppress the fission probability of the heavy remnant with increasing 

ZIMF, and the less fissile and less excited remnant gets more and more 

chance to survive as a heavy residue. This means that early-emitted 

IMF of large ZIMF "gain" ·the binary decay. 

In this connection there is an interesting intercept with the observations 

discussed above in consideration with very asymmetric binary decays. 

Namely, extrapolating the steep slope of the Z-distribution of the 

prior-to-fission emitted IMF (fig. 9) to zero, and assuming A IMF = 

2 · Z IMF, one gets a mass number of Amax pre,::; 26. This is roughly the 

mass region, where the <TKE> of very asymmetric binary decays 

approaches to the Coulomb barrier Be (fig. 3), and this behaviour we 

interpreted as the gradual disappearance of the dissipation during the 

disintegration process. The extrapolation of the curve in fig. 4 gives 

Aev (E Diss= 0) ,::; 15 + 16 for the system considered. Approximately, 

one can assume that light "clusters" of mass up to about A ev 

(Z ev ,::; 7 + 8) can be evaporated by the hot compound nucleus during 

the de-excitation cascade. Indeed, the steep slope of the Z-distribution 
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of the prior-to-fission emitted IMF (fig. 9) sets in at Z IMF= 7, and the 

yield at Z IMF ~ 6 is rather constant. 

Reminding that we found the prior-to-fission IMF-component. as 

not being affected by a later happening fission process and, 

therefore, supposed it as being emitted "earlier", i.e. at high E*, 

we can assume that E* >> Be, and the probability 

Pev ~ exp (2✓ a (E*-Bc) ) reduces (neglecting phase space 

constants) formally to Pev ~ exp (2✓ a E*) = f(E*). 

Starting from some critic~! A max, dynamical considerations come into 

play, and the IMF-emission loses its statistical feature and further on 

follows a dynamical time scale. This means that the nature of the decay 

process changes over from evaporation-like to fission-like [5]. The 

more asymmetric the mass splitting is, the lower is the dissipation 

(fig.4), and, in all probability, the faster is the disintegration. The drop 

down of the yield of the prior-to-fission emitted IMF-component at 

some Z ev max is in agreement with such a scenario. Of course, at higher 

incident energies than in the reaction considered, the yields of ternary 

IMF with higher ZIMF should increase, and the decay mechanism should 

develop from (sequential) IMF-accompanied fission to the limit of 

ternary fission [23]. This process should be governed by the dynamics 

of the collective motion of the nuclear matter involved. 

From energetical considerations, namely, that the fission barrier 

increases, but the Q-value of reaction decreases with increasing mass 
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asymmetry of the binary decay, the disintegration into very asymmetric 

fragments carrying away a TKE > Q principally needs a larger amount 

of E * to occur than the symmetric fission of the same system. This 

means that the effect of the intrinsi~ single-particle motion on the 

collective degrees of freedom responsible for a fission-like process 

should be temperature-dependent. More asymmetric . modes are 

generated only at sufficiently large E*, or fission at asymm~tric mass 

splitting should proceed faster, i.e. at a time when the system has not 

yet been cooled considerably by particle evaporation. Up to now there 

is no consistent description of the complex interplay of light particle as 

well as IMF evaporation and fission into the broad range of mass 

splitting observed experimentally. The method of ref [2] which 

combines statistical as well as dynamical aspects of this process should 

at present be the most adequate one, but it has to be extended by 

including of more degrees of freedom what seams to be a very 

complicate task. 

Furthermore, the broad Z-distribution observed for IMF emitted from 

the neck cannot be explained by simple assumptions about excitation 

energies, emission barriers, a. s. o. Up to now, there is no theory 

describing the neck emission of IMF in the given energy range. 

Probably, it is also governed by the complex dynamics of the fission 

process including the formation of the scission configuration and the 

rupture of the neck. 
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Barnep B. 11 lip. E7-97-131 
llsyxTeJJLJ{LIH II rpeXTeJJLIILIH p_acnauLI topll'IIIX Tll:;t(eJILIX llJlep, 

_ noJJ~~IIIILIX II piru:u1111 14N (34 AMeV) + 1~7 Au. - - - • . , 
Ha 4it-cneKTpoMerpe ·ct>OEOC 6w111 11ccJ1eJ1osa11L1 J1ByxrenL11L1tt II rpexTeJJLHLltt pacnaaL1 ropll'lttx 

• ·. · . , ' . 14 · · - 197. · 
tllJKeJJLIX aroMHLIX llJ1ep, noJJY4e1111L1x s peaKti1111 11enon11oro CJJHllHllll N (34 AMi:V) + Au~MaccL1; 
CKOpocrn' 11 311eprn11 ¢pan.teHTOB onpeJleJlllJIHCL no_ MeT0JIIIKe .TOF-E. AllaJJ113 TKE-M-pacnpeJ1e.rie1111jj 

-n0KaJarJ; . '!TO npll JIOCTaT0'lllO '60JJL!JJOH ( 3Hepnm'. B036}'ll(Jlellllll -npoMelK)'TO'lHOro / llJlpa, , TO -CCTL 
'np11 60JJLWIIX nepe)lall!ILIX IIMnyJJLcax, 11a6mo)laKJTCll )Isa rpaHll'lllLIX Mexamt3Ma JIByxTeJJLH0ro pacnana, 
. a m.ie11110\ 1leJJe1111i: npll MaJJellhKOii MaccoBCiiiaCIIMMeTp1111 ¢pa!Me!ITOB 11 ~tcnape1111e npn 60JJLWOii 
aCIIMMeTp~'tt.· - - - ., . ' - - ' -, , . . ' -

nsa IICTO'lllltKa ¢pa!Me!ITOB npo1,1eJKyt0'lllLIX Mac·c. CBl1Ja11itLIX° C J1eJJe111teM, 6L1mi onpeJ1eJJettl,J nyreM 
· auann:ia ·oi-11o_cnrenL1tLIX-CKopoqeii, · yrnosi;1x pacnpeJ1eJJe1t1tii, ¢y1tKI,1HH B03<5}'ll(JleH!j,ll _ n 3ap~;0BL1x· 

sL1xcinos ¢pa1Me1tTOB. noMHMO_ BLicoK03Heprern'leCKO_H 3~iikc1111 113 npoMeJKyro411oro llJlpa j\0 ,ue.JJeHllll 
; 11'a6JJ_ionanacL Hll3K03HepreTH'leCKall KOMnoneHTa, ncilycKae'Mall 113 weiiKH JICJIJ11UeroCll llJ1pa. KpoMe Toro, . 
i-p~TLll KOMnoneHTa ~ml(eT 6LITL CBJl3ana c JaneplKaHHLIM JlBOHHLIM pa3pL1BCJl,t weHKH JleJJl11UerocJ1 llJlpa. · 

- ,, _· , ' ,_ - - , ' _- ', .\ - -' -, ( 
· - Pa6o~a BLmonne11a .s Jla6oparop1111 ~nep11L1x peaKUIIH IIM.f.H.ct>neposa O1151H. -

- '--. -

npenpmiT OULyJlllllennoro mlCTlt_Ty:ra llJlepnLIX lt~(:Jle)lOBallllll:_ny611a, 1997. 

. ; ~ .· 
Wagner W. et al. . 
The Binary and Ternary Decay of Hot Heavy ·Nuclei Produced 

~in the Reacti~~ l4N (34 AMeV) + 197 Au · -~ 

The binary and ternary decay· of hot· heavy n_uclei prod~ced by· inconipiete fusion in· the- reaction 
14N (34 AMeV) + 197 Au ha~ b~en investig~t'ed at th~ 4;-a~ray 'FOBOS. The fragm~~i ·m'a~ies, veiocities 
and energi~s· have_ been derived using .the TOF-E~method .. The .amly'sis of the.TKE:M,distribution 
of binary decays showed ihat at sufficient -·excitation energy of the composite system, j.e. for large 

· transferred ifoearmomentum, one obseives theJwo limits of.the decay mecharism, namely fission-like 
and· evaporation:like binary disintegrations -at small'- and large-. mass· asymme\ry of the fragments, 
respectively. "' ·. _ ' · "" '-: ' · : 

Two sources o_f IMF emission associated 'wiih 11ssion are- wen separated by' consideration 
, of the relative velocities: anguiar distributions, excitation functions and charge yields. Besides the high
energetic compound emission of IMF_before'fission the low-energy neck-emis~ion during fission has' 
peen ob~erved. Evidence_ has· been found for ·a _third IMF-component which possibly -orjginates 
-from a delayed double neck-rupture of the defo.rmed fissioning system, · · 

. . - '~ , ; . 

The investigation has been performed at the Flerov Laboratory.of Nuclear,Reactions. JJNR. 
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